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1. Introduction
Let L be the generator of a J-dimensional symmetric Levy process. It is
well known that L can be represented as
for suitably smooth functions u, where (atj)ι^ij^d *s a symmetric non-negative
definite matrix and n(dy)y a symmetric measure on Rd— {0} satisfying
Let {q(Xy ω): x^R4, ωeΩ} be a stationary random field having continuous
sample functions over a probability space (Ω, j£, P). We will consider the
family { — L-{-q(x, ω): ωGΞΩ} of operators depending on the random parameter
ωGΩ. In case of L= — Δ (Δ is the Laplacian), S. Nakao [6] has shown
^ 1the existence of the spectral distribution function p(λ) of { -- Δ +<?(#, ω):
} and investigated the asymptotic behaviour of p(λ). The purpose of
this paper is to extend Nakao's results to the case of the general family
{ — L-{-q(x, ω): ωeΩ} satisfying some mild conditions.
The contents of the paper are as follows.
In §§2 and 3 we shall give some preliminary results. Let m denote the
Lebesgue measure on Rd and Q(ξ), the exponent of a symmetric Lόvy process
X=(Xt, P
(1.2)
The exponent Q(ξ) is of the form
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(1.3) Q(ζ) = Ei.1-ιaijee+\ (l-cos<
JRd-(o}
The process X is said to be a symmetric stable process of order α (0<α^2) if
Q(ξ) has the property that Q(\ξ)=\*Q(ξ) for λ>0. We shall assume the
existence of the "nice" transition density function p(t,x,y) of the process X
relative to m. Then we can construct the conditional process of X starting from
x^Rd and terminating in y^Rd at time ί>0 for every x, t, and y, which will
play an essential role throughout this paper. This conditional process is denoted
by ((Xtt)UGt0trt, PQ'.X) and referred to as the (0, x: t, ;y)-pinned process of X.
The fundamental relation between the original process X and the pinned process
of X is the following:
(1.4) PS:5(A) = p(t,»,yΓ1EΛf(t-u>Xβ,y) Λ]
for each A^σ(X
s
: se[0,w]) with 0<w<£. The principal part of construction
of pinned processes will be done in §2 in more general contexts and the case of
Lάvy processes will be treated in §3. In §3 we shall also collect some known
facts on symmetric Lόvy processes, which will be systematically used in §4;
we mainly follow M. Fukushima [4] for those terminologies and general results
on the semigroup, the generator, and the Dirichlet form associated with the
symmetric process X.
In §§4 and 5 we shall be concerned with the existence of the spectral
distribution function of {—L+q(xyω): ω^Ω}. Given a rectangle V, we
consider the eigenvalue problem (— L+q(x,ω))u(x)=\u(x) with the Dirichlet
condition u=Q on Vc\ the precise formulation of such eigenvalue problem will
be given in §4. Let λΐ^^λv ^  be the eigenvalues of this problem and
define
(1.5)
 P?(λ) = m(V)-lΈlλϊ9t£λl, λEΞ/21 .
The spectral distribution function p(λ) will be defined by the limit function
of E[pγ(\)] for V-+Rd if it exists, where E denotes the expectation with
respect to P. We assume the following two conditions:
(A) eτφ{-tQ(ξ)l/2}ςΞL\Rd) for every
(B) There exists a constant r>2 such that
txp{\tq-(XS9ω)ds}^Lr(PxP0) for every f>0,Jo
where q~= max(— q, 0). In Theorem 5.1, we shall prove the existence of the
spectral distribution function p(λ) of {— L+q(x,ω): ω^Ω} and the relation
(1.6) Γ
J -o
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where ExEo'to denotes the expectation with respect to the product measure
PxPo S. Further we show in Theorem 5.2 that if {q(x, ω)} is ergodic, then
pv(λ) tends to p(λ) almost surely when V-*Rd.
Nakao [6] has proved these theorems in the case of the Schrϋdinger operator
under the condition (B) condition (A) is valid for all the symmetric stable
processes.
In §6 we shall investigate the asymptotic behaviour of p(λ) for a special
class of non-negative random potentials. Let us consider a potential {q(x, ω)} of
the form
(1.7) qM
where φ(x) denotes a non-negative continuous function defined on Rd such
that φ(x)^0 and {pω(dy)ι ω^Ω}, the Poisson random measure with charac-
teristic measure v m (y a positive constant) over (Ω, £B, P). It is known
that {q(x, ω)} in (1.7) defines an ergodic stationary random field having
continuous sample functions if φ(x)=O(\x\ ~(d+*)) (|#|->oo) for some constant
£>0. Therefore the spectral distribution function p(λ) of {— L+q(x,ω): ωeΩ}
exists and satisfies p(0+)=0. We shall obtain the three different estimates
on the exponential decay of p(λ) for λ j 0. Each estimate will be distinguished
according to the order of magnitude of Q(ξ) at the origin and that of φ(x) at
infinity.
First let a be such as 0<α^2 and j2(Λ)(|), the exponent of a symmetric
stable process JX"(Λ) of order a. We assume that Q(ξ) is close to Q(<*\ξ) near
the origin (see the condition (C) of §6) and that φ(x)=o(\x\-(d+"ϊ) (|ΛI|-»OO).
Then Theorem 6.2 asserts that
(1.8) lim
where \
a
 is a certain constant determined by Q(α>)(£); the definition of λ
Λ
will be given in §6. This is the case when the contribution of φ(x) to the
evaluation is negligible.
Next let 0</3<α^2. We assume that K=\im\x\d+βφ(x)>0 and Q(ξ)=
ι*ι-*°»
O( I ξ Γ) ( I ξ I i 0). Then we shall prove in Theorem 6.3 that
(1.9) lim λ'"log p(λ) = -C ,^ β,K);
the definition of Cι(v,β,K) will be given in Theorem 6.3. In this case the
effect of Q(ξ) to the evaluation is negligible.
Finally we assume that Q(ξ)=O( \ξ\*) and ?>(*)X I x I "(J+Λ) Then Theorem
6.4 proves that
-oo<lim λrf/Λlog p(λ)^ϊίm λί/Λlog p(λ)<0 .
λio λ^o
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Suppose further that Q(ξ) is close to Q(ΰt)(ξ) near the origin and K=
\im\x\ d+"φ(x)>Q. Then the limit of λrf/αΊog p(λ), if exists, would depend on
ι*ι->~
both Q(ξ) and φ(x) we have never succeeded in finding any exact formula for
the asympototic behaviour of p(λ).
In the case of Q(ζ)=Q(*\ζ) the above three results are obviously valid.
In the case of the Schrϋdinger operator (a=2 and Q(ξ)=QW(ξ)=— \ ξ \ 2 ) the
relations (1.8) and (1.9) were first obtained by Nakao [6] and L.A. Pastur [8]
respectively.
The proof of these results will be given in §§8 and 9. We now outline
the proof of (1.8) and (1.9). Appealing to the Minlos-Povzner Tauberian
theorem and noting the relation (1.6), we can reduce the relations (1.8) and
(1.9) to the following relations respectively:
(1.10) lim r^+"> log I(t) = -k(v L<->) ,/-> °°
(1.11) lim *-"<'+» log I(t) = -κ(v β,K) ,
/-*<»
where
(1.12) I(t)=p(t,0,0)ExEl
:
0
0[Gχp{-\tq(Xs,ω)ds}], f>0
and the definitions of k(v, L(Λ)) and κ(vy βy K) are given in Theorems 6.2'
and 6.3' respectively. The proof of (1.10) and (1.11) will be split into the
lower estimates and the upper estimates.
In Theorem 7.1 (a generalization of the lemma of Pastur [8]) we will give
the bounds for I(t). It should be noted that the lower bound of I(t) involves
the Dirichlet form of X. By making use of these bounds we can prove, in §8,
the lower estimates for (1.10) and (1.11) and, in §9, the upper estimate for
(1.11). The upper bound of I(t) in Theorem 7.1, however, is not sufficient to
prove the upper estimate for (1.10). In the case of the Schrϋdinger operator
Nakao [6] has shown that, using the relation (1.4), the upper estimate for (1.10)
can be reduced to the asymptotic evaluation for the Wiener sausage by M.D.
Donsker and S.R.S. Varadhan [2]. Since Nakao's method is quite general
and since Donsker and Varadhan [2] have also given the asymptotic evaluation
for the sausages of symmetric stable processes, we can immediately establish
the case of Q(ξ)=Q(*\ξ) To prove the upper estimate for (1.10) in the case
of Theorem 6.2 we have only to extend the results of Donsker and Varadhan [2]
to the case of processes which are close to the stable process X(* > in the sense
that the condition (C) in §6 is satisfied. The proof of this extension will be
given elsewhere.
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professors M. Fukushima,
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N. Ikeda, S. Nakao, and T. Watanabe for their kind encouragement and valuable
advice.
2. Construction of pinned processes
Let S be a locally compact separable Hausdorff space and let -@(*S) be the
topological Borel field of S. Let X=(W, Xt, Px) be a conservative Hunt pro-
cess with state space S. Assume that there exist a positive Radon measure m
on (S, &(S)) and a transition density function p(t,x,y\ £>0, x^S, y^S of X
relative to m satisfying the following three conditions:
(p.l) For each ί>0, p(t, , •) is a 3)(S) X ^ (S)-measurable function defined
throughout SxS.
(ρ.2) 0<p(t,x,y)<°o for all ί>0, x^S, andy<=S.
(p.3) p(s+t,x,y)=( p(s,x,z)p(t,z,y)m(dz) for all $>0, ί>0, x<=S, and y(=S.
v S
Under these assumptions we can define, for each ί > 0 and each y e S, a time-
inhomogeneous Markov transition function P''y(s, x, u, E), Q^s<u<t,
(2.1) P^(s,x,u,E) = ρ(t-s,x,yγl\ p(u-s,x,z)p(t-u,z,y)m(dz) .JE
Later we will further assume the following condition:
(ρ.4) ρ(t, x,y) =ρ(t,y, x) f or all t > 0, x e 5, and y e S.
Before stating the theorem we introduce some notations and prepare a
lemma.
For each 0<£^oo, let W[Q,t) be the set of all 5-valued right continuous
functions on [0, t) having left hand limits on (0, t) and Y', the coordinate function
w-»w(s) on W[0,t). Let ζFtI=σ(Yts: s(=I) for each interval /C[0,f) Since
the process X is conservative, we can assume that the basic space W is identical
with W[Q,oo) and Xt=Y? for all ίe[0,oo). We write £F7 for ST. Define,
for each ί^O, the shift operator θ
s
 on W by θ
s
w=w( -{-s) and define, for
each £>0, the restriction mapping πt of W into W[Q,i) by τrί«;=tt;|[0tί).
Lemma 2.1. Let *>0, /c[0,ί), αwd 0^ί<w. Then
(i) 3>=*7lffί;
(iii) ιy Be ffc...], ίA^ βf (B) e ff [0i._f] αnrf B=θ7lθs(B)
(iv) ^ mapping 3<ιStU^B-*θs(B) e ίFco^-s] preserves set operations.
Proof. The first two assertions are obvious. The third assertion (iii)
follows from (ii) and the fact that the mapping θ
s
: W-+W is onto. To see
(iv) it suffices to show that θ
 S(BC)=Θ S(E)C for BeS*[ffβ]. But, by (iii), we get
Bc=(θ7lθ
s
(B)γ=θ7\θ
s
(Bγ). So we have θ
s
(Bc)=θ
s
(Bγ since θ
s
: W-+W is onto.
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Theorem 2.1. Let X=(W,Xf,Px) be a Hunt process on S with a transition
density function {p(t, x, y)} relative to a positive Radon measure m satisfying
(ρ.l)~(ρ.3). Then, for each t >0 and each y^S, there exists a time-inhomogeneous
Markov process Yt'y=(W[Q,t), (F«)M€
Ξ
[S)f), Q's;yx: ίe[0,J), x^S) with the transition
function {P^y(s^u9E)} defined by (2.1)'.
DEFINITION 2.1. We call the Markov process Yt>y of the above theorem
the (t,y)-condίtional process of ^(corresponding to {p(t,x,y)} and m).
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let Q<^s<t, x^S, and y^S be fixed. We have
only to construct a probability measure Q=Qt
s
-
ι
y
 on (PF[0,f), fff .o) such
(2.2)
= \ \ •-(
JE^EZ J
holds for each s=uQ<u1< <uk<uk+1=*=t and Ei^S(S),ί=\, ^k. But, by
(2.1), the right hand side of (2.2) is equal to
p(t—s,x,yyl J — J
where zQ=x and zk+1=y. Further, by the Markov property of X= (W, Xuy PΛ),
this is equal to
where E
x
 denotes the expectation with respect to P
x
. Since
it suffices to construct a probability measure Q on (JF[0,ί), fffs.o) such Λat if
s<u<t, then, for all
(2.3) g(fi)
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that, for each u^(syt}, the mapping £?(,.„] 3 β-»
ββί^Γ^^ffco..-.] preserves set operations. Let M
u
=p(t—u,X
u
-
s
,y), u^[s,i).
Then {M
u
, SFiQtU_sy, u^[s,ΐ)} is a martingale over (W, ffco^-ί), Px) such that
^*[Λ^J=ί(*— s»x*y)> u^ [^O Thus the right hand side of (2.3) is a probability
measure in B^^[StU^. Let {tn} d(s,t) be a sequence such that tn \ t and let £?n
=3*ιSttHι. Define probability measures Qn, n=l,2, ••• by
Q
n
(E) =Xί-*,*,
Then, from the martingale property of Λ/B, Mef^ί), Qι,Q2, ••• is a consistent
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sequence of probability measures on ζFly 3?2> "'- To complete the proof it suffices
to show that Qι,Q2> is extendable to a probability measure on 3=3?[Stt]
To this end we note the following: (i) ΞFiC^C and \]
n
^
n
 generates
£F, and (ii) (W[Q,t), £?„) is a standard Borel space (see K.R. Parthasarathy[7])
for each n=l,2 •••; the first assertion is obvious and the second follows from
the following observation: Let W[s,t
n
] be the set of all S-valued right con-
tinuous functions on [s, t
n
] having left hand limits on (ί, t
n
] and let £?£ be the
σ-algebra of W[V,£
Λ
] generated by all cylinder sets of W[s,t
n
]. Then one can
see that the measurable space (W[s,t
Λ
], £?£) is a Lusin space (see C. Dellacherie
[1: §1]). Noting that any Lusin space is a standard Borel space and that
the σ-algebras (W[Q,i), 3^) and (W[s,t
n
], £?£) are σ-isomorphic, we have the
desired assertion (ii). Let AijA2, be any sequence of subsets of
such that A
n
 is an atom of £F
Λ
 (i.e.,A
n
e3ί
Λ
 and the relations Ac.A
ny
imply that A=A
n
 or A=φ) for each n and that AιIDA2^D . If we check
that f|
 n
.4MΦφ, then it follows from Theorem 4.1 of [7; V] that every consistent
sequence of probability measures is extendable to a probability measure on
£F. But it is easy to see that, for each atom AM there exists an 5-valued right
continuous function w
n
 on [ί, t
n
] having left hand limits on (s, t
n
] such that
A
n
 = {w<Ξ W[0yt): w(u) = wn(u) for all u(=[s,tn]} .
Thus the condition A^Az^ implies that an *5-valued right continuous
function WQ on \s9t) is well defined by w0(u)=wn(u), f*e[$,ίj, w=l,2, •••, and
w0 has left hand limits on (s,t). Therefore
f] An = {™ e W[Q, t) : w(u) = WQ(U) for all u e [s, t)}*φ.
This completes the proof.
Corollary. Let Y' y be as in Theorem 2.1. Then we have the following:
(i) // Q^s<u<t, then, for all j
(2.4) ρj; J(JB) = p(t-S) x,yΓlEJ[p(t-u,Xm-g9y) θs(π7lB)] .
(ii) For each s=u0<u1< "<un<un+1=t and E^^(S), i=\, — ,n
(2.5) QΪKY'^Et, ;=!,-,«)
= p(t-s,x,y)-1 j j Π?;ίί(tti- tt,.ι,*<-ι,arl)w(έfa1)-w(ώr.)
^ j X — X ^ Λ
where z0=x, zn+ι=y.
We next consider the family {Y*'y: *>0, y^S}.
Proposition 2.1. Under the assumption of Theorem 2.1, {Y* y:
satisfies the following:
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(i) (x,y) -* Ql;l(B) is $(S)X $(S)-rneasurable for each
(ii) For each .Be fff, .
 o
 and each
(2.6) P
x
(θ
s
(π^B) n {*,€=£}) = \ Q
J E
(iii) For each Q^s<t, x^S andy^S
{(Yl).*.t>, βί a
REMARK. Throughout this paper "Γ»Z" will always mean that two sto-
chastic processes Y and Z' are identical in law.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. The first and the third assertions immediately
follow from (2.5). To see (ii) we may assume that .Be £?[,.«] for some
u e (s, t). Then by (2.4), we have
= E
x
[\ p(t-u3Xu-sy
J E
= E
x
[PXtt_s(Xt_u(ΞE)',θs(π7lB)].
Making use of the Markov property of X=(XU, Px) we have (ii).
From now on we further assume the following:
(p.4) p(t, x,y) =p(t,y, x) for all t > 0, x e S and y e S.
Proposition 2.2. Let X—(W, Xt, Px), {ρ(t,x,y)}, and m be as in Theorem
2.1 and Yt>y, the (t ^ -conditional process of X for t>0 and y^S. Suppose that
{p(t,x,y)} satisfies the condition (p.4). Then we have the following:
(i) For each Q^,s<t, x^ S, andy&S
(ii) For each 0^s<t, x^S, andy^S
(2.7) OJ'J(lim Yl exists and is equal to y) = 1 .
•tί
Proof. The first assertion follows from (2.5) and (p.4). To see (ii) note
that <2ί;2(lim Yttt=Yts=χ)=ί for each Q^s<t,χ(=S, and y<=S. Hence by (i),
we have
«tί u s'y «;*
which completes the proof.
Since the process {PF[0,ί), (yί)
we
[S)ί), Ql'.x} satisfies (2.7), we can replace
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the basic space (W[Qyi), fffβ.o) by (W> 3?\.s,ύ) Precisely, we will construct a
probability measure P.';' on (W, 3^ ,]) such that {IF, (^)W€
Ξ[M), Pl:yx}^{W[Oyt),
(Ytyudίs.ύi Qs'.x} and trιat Pt
s
't
y
x
(Xt=y)=l. First we note that, for any bounded
£F[S> ^ -measurable function f(w) on W, there exists a countable dense subset
{*ij*2* } of [s,i) and a measurable function /*(#ι,#2> " I #o) on 5°°χ5 such that
f(w)—f*(w(tι), w(t2), ••• ^(0) f°r all we W Using this notation, we can define
a probability measure Pl\y
x
 on (W, 2^ ]) such that
for every bounded 3^ ^-measurable function f(w) on W since (2.7) implies
Qs'.*(πt(W))=^ One can immediately see that the probability measure Pj J is
the desired one.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let 0^s<£, Λ e 5, and y& S be fixed. We call the above
process {W, (X^u^s^Ps'.x} the conditional process of X (corresponding to {p(t3x,y}}
and m) starting from x at time s and terminating in y at time t or simply the (s,x: t,y)-
pinned process of X.
We shall collect the properties of the pinned processes for the future ref-
erence.
Theorem 2.2. Let X=(W, Xt, Px) be a Hunt process on S with a transi-
tion density junction {p(t,x,y)} relative to a positive Radon measure m satisfying
(p. l)~(p.4). Then the pinned processes {W, (X
n
)*dL*tt\>P**'Ά of X,Q^s<t,
andy^S, satisfy the following:
(i) (x,y)-*Pl;y
x
(B) is $(S)x$(S)-measurablefot each
(ii) X*'y=(Wy (Xu)UE i3,tij P**',*: s^[^9t)y x^S) is a time-inhomogeneous Markov
process.
(iii) // 0<u< t, then, for each B e 9r[0f ί3 ,
t-u)XuίyY9 B] .
(iv) For each B^Έί^and each EtΞ$(S)
PX(BK {Xt<=E}) = ( PM(B)p(t,x,y)m(dy) .JE
(v) For each 0<^s<t,x^S,
(vi) For each £>0, x^S, andy^S
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3. Some preliminary facts on symmetric Levy processes
Let {Πf},>0 be a convolution semigroup of symmetric probability mea-
sures on Rd. Then, by the Lάvy-Khintchin formula, we have the following:
(3.1)
(3.2) Q(ξ) =
where (α<y)ιs, ,ys,ί is a symmetric non-negative definite constant matrix and
n(dy), a symmetric measure on Rd— {0} satisfying
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the family of all such semi-
groups {Πf}
ί>0 and the family of all functions Q(ξ) defined by (3.2).
Let P(t,x,E)=Πt(E—x), ί>0, x<=Rd, E<=$(Rd), where $(Rd) denotes the
topological Borel field of Rd. It is well known that there exists a Hunt process
X=(W, XtJ Px) on Rd having {P(t,x,E)} as its transition function. We shall
call this process X a J-dimensional symmetric Levy process, and the correspond-
ing Q(ξ), the exponent of the process X. In particular the process X is said to
be a symmetric stable process of order α(0<α<^2) if its exponent is of the form
(3 3)
 «*H.V>(1- if
if α =
where n(ds) is a symmetric finite measure on the unit sphere Sd~1J and (ai3)ι^itj^d
is a symmetric non-negative definite matrix. The process X is said to be a
spherically symmetric stable process of order α(0<α^2) if
(3.4) Q(ξ) = c\ξ\*,
where c is a positive constant.
In the following we shall make use of those terminologies and general
results on Dirichlet forms and symmetric processes (see Fukushima [4]).
Let L\Rd) denote the real ZΛspace with the usual inner product ( , )
and m, the rf-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Since the symmetric Lόvy process
X is m-symmetric, the transition function {P(t,x,E)} determines uniquely a
strongly continuous Markovian semigroup (Tt)t>0 of symmetric operators on
L2(R*). In the present case, the Dirichlet form (5, £)[£]) of X, which is
generated by the semigroup (Tt)t>0ί is given as follows:
(3.5)
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where ύ(ξ)=(2π)-<"2γ<S '>u(x)dx for u^L\Rd) (see [4; Example 1.4.1]). Since
the Dirichlet form (6, 3)[6]) is regular, there exists a quasi-continuous version
of M, denoted by ΰ, for every «e <D[<S].
The infinitesimal generator (L, Φ(L)) of the semigroup (T,)t>0 is given by
(3-6)
We also call (L, S)(L)} the generator of the process X.
From now on we assume that the following condition is satisfied:
(Q) exp{-tQ(ξ)}^L1(Rd) for every ί>0.
Obviously, if Q(ξ) is of the form (3.4), then the assumption (Q) is satisfied.
If Q(ξ) is of the form (3.3), then it is shown that the assumption (Q) is equiv-
alent to the following nondegeneracy assumption: for 0<α<2, the support
SO of n(ds) spans Rd as a vector space; for α=2, (ai}) is positive definite.
Under the assumption (Q), ΐlt(dx) has the continuous density
p(t,x) = (2π)-d\ e-^t
J R
relative to m. L,etp(tfx)y)=p(tjy—x), *>0, x<=Rd, y<=Rd. Then {p(t,x,y)} is
the transition density function of X relative to m.
We now show the existence of the pinned processes of X.
Proposition 3.1. Under the assumption (Q) the transition density function
{p(t,x,y)} satisfies (p l)~(p 4) of §2 and
(3.7) jK*,ΛχV)^/<*,0,0)<oo for all ί>0, x£ΞRd, andy<ΞRd .
Proof. One can immediately check the conditions (p.l), (p 3), (ρ.4), and
(3.7). All we have to show is thztp(t,x)>0 for all t>0 and x^Rd.
Note that (i) x-*p(t,x) is continuous for each t>Q, (ii) p(t,x)^Q for all
£>0 and x^Rdy (iii) p(syO)>0 for all ί>0, and (iv) t-+p(t,x) is analytic on (0,oo)
for each x^Rd. Let x^Rd be such that p(t,x)=Q for some t>0. Then we
have, for each s e (0, t)y
\Rdp(t-s,x-y)p(s,y)dy = p(t,x) = 0 .
Thus it follows from (ii) and (iii) that p(t—s,x)=Q for each se(0,£), hence
p(s,x)=Q for each 5>0 by (iv). Therefore
N = {x; p(t,x) = 0 for some t>0}
= c t,x = 0 for all
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It follows from (i) and (iii) that Nc (={x; p(t,x)>0 for some *>0}) is an
open subset of Rd containing 0. To prove that N=φ it suffices to show that
N is also an open subset of Rd since Rd is connected. To this end let
Since
= 0
and/>(l, j>)>0for all '-y^N*, wehave/>(l,*)=0for allse*— Nc= {x—y\
that is, x—NcdN. This proves that N is open since x—Nc is a neighbourhood
of x. This compleces the proof.
Proposition 3.2. Let X=(W, Xt, Px) be a d-dίmemional symmetric Levy
process satisfying the condition (Q) and let {W, (Xu)
u
^ιStt^ Pl'Ά be the (s,x:t,y)-
pinned process of X. Then we have the following:
(i) {(Xn).&.a,Pl$~{(*+X.).4*.*Pt*'X~*}far each t>Q,x(ΞRd, andy^Rd.
(ii) In particular, if the process Xisa symmetric stable process of order α(0<α^ 2),
then, for each λ>0, ί>0,
where z=\~l/*y.
The first assertion follows from the spatial homogeneity of the Levy pro-
cess X and the second, from the scaling property of the symmetric stable pro-
cess X of order a :
(3.8) {(*»),*» P0} ~ {(λ1/**,)^ , PJ for each λ> 0 ,
(3.9) />(λf,0,*) = λ-rf/Λχί,0,λ-1/ΛΛ:) for each λ>0, ί>0, and
We omit the details of the proof.
4. The eigenvalue problem for — L+q(x) on a bounded domain
with the Dirichlet condition
Let X=(W, Xty Px) be a rf-dimensional symmetric Levy process satisfying
(Q). As in §3, L and (<?, [^c?]) denote the generator and the Dirichlet form of
X respectively and m, the ^-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
Let G be an open domain of Rd and let q(x) be a (non-random) real valued
Borel function on Rd which is bounded on G. In this section we will consider
the eigenvalue problem (— L+q)u=\u with the Dirichlet condition u=0 on Gc,
when m(G)<°°. But we do not assume that m(G)<oo for a while.
Let TG = inf {t > 0 Xt e Gc} and define a Markov transition function pG(t, x, dy)
on (G, J2*(G)) by
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(4.1) ρG(t,*,E) = Px(Xt^E, t<τc),
Here Jδ*(G) denotes the family of all universally measurable sets of G. Let
L2(G) denote the real ZΛspace on G with the usual inner product ( , )G. It is
known that the transition function {pG(t, x, E)} is w-symmetric (see Fuku-
shima [4; Lemma 4.2.3]) and the associated semigroup (ΓG,0/>o on L2(G) is
strongly continuous. Let (6G, £)[SG]) be the Dirichlet form on L2(G) de-
termined by the semigroup (TGtt)t>0. Given a function u of L2(G), we will
denote by u' an element of L2(Rd) which is identical with u on G and vanishes on
Gc. It is known [4; Theorem 4.4.2] that the Dirichlet form (<SG, £)[6G]) is the
part of (<5, .$[£]) on G, i.e.,
], u' = Q quasi-everywhere on Gc} ,
(4
'
2)
 εG(u,v) = 6(uf, v'), u,
where u' denotes a quasi-continuous version of u'^<D[8] in the restricted
sense.
Let (LG, <D(LG)) be the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup (TGtt)t>0.
Proposition 4.1. If u^3)[βG] and u'tΞφ(L), then u^3)(LG) and LGu=
(Lu'}\G.
Proof. Let u<=3)[£G] and u'ϊΞS)(L). It then follows from (4.2) that,
for each
= -((Lu')\G,v)G.
This means that u^<3)(LG) and LGu=(Lu') \ G.
In the following we will investigate the eigenvalue problem (— LG-\-q)u=
\uy u^£D(LG) which we regard as a realization of the eigenvalue problem
(— L-{-q)u=\u with the Dirichlet condition u—0 on Gc.
Let (TGιt)t>Q be the semigroup generated by LG—q. We show that each
TG>t has an integral kernel which is represented by the pinned processes of X.
We start with the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2. Let {W, (X
u
)
u
^
s
^ P' J} be the (s,x:tyy)-pinned process of
X. The expectation with respect to P ί J is denoted by /?££[•]. Let KqG(t,x,y) and
> y^Gbe defined by
(4.3) Kl(t,x,y) = E& [exp {-^q(X
s
)ds} t<τG]p(t,x,y) ,
(4.4) Pc(t,x,y) = P
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Then, for each ί>0, £>0, #^G, and y^G, we have the following relations:
(i) Kl(t,x,y)^^(t\\q-\\jp(t^
and 1 1 I |co denotes the supremum norm.
(ii) E
x
[f(Xt)exp{-{tq(Xs)ds};t<τG]= { f(z)Kl(t,x,z)dz for each boundedJo JG
Lebesgue measurable function f.
(ill)
(iv)
(v)
Jo JG
The proof will be deferred till the end of this section.
REMARK. Note that if q(x) = Q, then KqG(tyx,y)=ρG(t,x,y).
Proposition 4.3. Let (T£./),>0 be the semigroup generated by LG—q. We
then have
(4.5) n.tf(x) = \ f(y)Kί(t,X,y)dy for /e=L2(G) .JG
Proof. Define T q G > t f ( x ) for /eL2(G) by the right hand side of (4.5). It
follows from Proposition 4.2 that (TqGtt)t>0 is a symmetric semigroup on L2(G).
To prove TqG>t=T
q
Gtt it suffices to show that (TqGιt)t>Q is strongly continuous
and has LG—q as its infinitesimal generator. The proof will be complete if
the following relations are established: For each/eL2(G),
(i) ^/-n.^-OasnOin
(ii) r1(ΓGfί/-n.ί/)-^? /a8ί
To prove (i) and (ii) we first note that the following inequality holds for
every /<ΞL2(G):
(4.6) im.ί/llc^expίίllflUJH/llβ, f>0,
where || ||G denotes the usual L2-norm of L2(G). We can obtain this ine-
quality by making use of Proposition 4.2 (i), Schwarz's inequality, and the
symmetry of p(t, , ). Let B(G) denote the space of all real bounded Borel
functions on G. By Proposition 4.2 (v) and Fubini's theorem, we have, for
every /GΞJB(G) ΠL2(G),
(4.7) TG.f(X)- TqG,tf(x) =
J G
from which we get
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~ f * ~
~Jo
^m~\'\\n.i-uf\\cdu.
Jo
Thus, from (4.6), we have
for every/<=5(G)nL2(G). Since 5(G)Γ)L2(G) is dense in L2(G), the ine-
quality (4.8) holds for every/eL2(G). This proves the assertion (i).
Next let Sff(x)=t-\TGr,f(x)-T«G.tf(x))-q(x)f(x) for ί>0, x<=G, and
/eB(G) Π L2(G). Then, from (4.7), we get
S,f(x) = r' [ΓC>B(? ?ί.t-uf)-q f] (x)duJo
for each ί>0 and/e5(G) Π L\G). Thus we have
^ r
1(Ί|Γ
c
..(? (ί< ί,t-u-I)f)\\GduJo
where / denotes the identity operator of L2(G). Hence the following ine-
quality holds for every / <Ξ B(G) ΓΊ L2(G) :
(4.9) l|rχrCfJ-n.,/)-ί / l | G ^ l l ϊ l l β
ί>0.
Since β(G)ΠL2(G) is dense in L2(G), this inequality holds for every /(=L2(G).
Since (TG>ί)ί>0 is strongly continuous by (i), the assertion (ii) has been proved.
REMARK. This proposition will be referred later in the case of G=Rd.
Note that LG—L in this case.
Assume that w(G)<°o. Then each TqGtt is a compact operator on L2(G)
since, by Proposition 4.2 (i), the associated kernel K*G(tyx,y) is of the Hubert-
Schmidt type. Therefore the spectrum of — LG-\-q consists only of eigenvalues
of finite multiplicity having no accumulation point in R1. Thus they can be
ordered as
Define the normalized distribution function p£(λ) of {λG.t}Γ=ι by
(4.10)
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Theorem 4.1. We have, for each t > 0,
'
s
)ds} t<τG}dx .J
Proof. First we have, by (4.10),
(-ίλ£., ), t> 0 .
On the other hand, since the totality of the eigenvalues of TqG,t is
{exp(—ίλ£,ί)}Γ=ι, one can easily see that, for each ί>0,
ί ( K«G(tl2,x,yγdxdy = Σι=ι exp(-ίλ£., ).J J G x G
But, by Proposition 4.2, the left hand side of this equality is represented as
tGKί(tl29x9y)Kί(tl29y9x)dxdy
= { Kl(t,x,x)dx •
JG
S ft£"o!ί[exp{— \ q(Xs)ds} t<τc]dx .G Jo
This completes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 4.2. The proof depends on Theorem 2.2. However,
since G is open, {t<τG} is not measurable relative to 9[0fί]. Therefore to prove
the proposition we have to show that Theorem 2.2 is valid for a family of σ-
fields relative to which TG is a stopping time. This problem is settled by a
standard completion argument. Before discussing the completion we show
how the properties of Ki(t,x,y) and pG(t,x,y) are derived from Theorem 2.2
(or rather its generalization).
One can easily obtain the inequality (i). Assertions (ii) and (iv) follow
from Theorem 2.2 (iv) and (vi) respectively. Define τG=inf {t>s; Xt&G} for
s^O. Then we have the relation {s+t<τ
c
} — {S<TG} fl {s+t<τ$G} for each s^Q
and £>0. Using this relation and Theorem 2.2, we have
Ki(f+t,x,y)
= E8*,' '|exp{- Γ+ q(X
a
)du} s+t<τ
β
]p(t+t,x,y)
O
*+*<"•£]) s<r
c
]p(s+t,x,y)
= E,[p(t,X
s
,y)exp{- \Sq(X
u
)du}(Ett
s
[exp {- \q(X
u
)dy}
Jo Jo
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) ; s<τG]
= E
x
[exp{-\Sq(X
u
)du}Kl(t,X
s
,y) s<rG] .Jo
This, combined with (ii), gives (iii). Similarly the following calculation gives
us (v):
pG(t,*,y)-Kl(t,χ,y)
s
)ώ}); t<τ
c
}p(t,x,y)
,)ds}; t<τG]p(tjX,y)
.W, t<r"G];
'y t-u<rG]Jo Jo
Xp(t-u,X
u
,y);u<rG]
= \'du E
s
[q(X
u
)K"G(t-u,Xu,y ) , u<rc] .
JO
We have used the relation
and Fubini's theorem for the second equality.
Finally we shall outline the completion problem. Define, for each Q^s
<u^t, c3/[,.«]= nPί H-completion of £F[s>u], where P\^^μ,(dx)v(dy}Pl\yx, and
μ and v run all finite Radon measures on S=Rd. It is known that if 0^s<ί/^ £,
then {U<TSG} eJ5K[5,uj, and note that TG=T$. By a routine argument it is shown
that Theorem 2.2 is valid when we replace the σ-fields £F[0jί], <B(S), and
X&(S) by <3Hlo.
n
,&*(S). and &(S)x$(S) respectively, where
= Γ\μX ^-completion of £B(S) X £B(S) with μ and v running all finite Radon
measures on S. Further the process Xt>y=(X
u
, P,;ί) has the Markov property
with respect to (JK^,^), that is, if 0^s<u^v^t and EelB*(S), then
.j)=Pί:i.(-X,e£), Pl'.l-a.s.. This completes the proof.
5. Existence of the spectral distribution function
Let (Ω, -®, P) be a probability space and q(x, ω), a real valued function
defined on RdxΩ such that #(#,&>) is measurable in ω for each x^Rd. We
say that {q(x,ω): x^Rd, ωeΩ} is a stationary random field defined on
(Ω, .S, P) if the law of {^ ( +^ω)} is identical with that of {#( ,ω)} for each
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d
. In the following we assume that almost all sample functions x-*q(x,ω)
are continuous.
Let L be the generator of a d-dimensional symmetric Levy process X=
(W, Xt, Px) with the exponent Q(ξ) satisfying the condition (Q) of §3. Let
V be a rectangle of the form
V = {x = (*>, •»,*<); -«,.<*'<*„ i = 1, -,d} ,
where ai9 δ, >0, i=l9 9d. Since x-*q(x9ω) is bounded on V for each ω^Ω0
= {ω^Ω; x^>q(x9ω) is continuous}, the totality of eigenvalues of the self-
adjoint operator (—L
v
+q(x9ω)9 S)(LV)) can be ordered as
and we define
where m denotes the d-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Let (W9 (Xu)udίottiy PQ'.X)
denote the (Q,x: i,j)-pinned process of the process X. Then Theorem 4.1 gives
the following relation:
(5.1)
for every
Note that the Stieltjes inversion formula assures the measurability of Pv(\)
n
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that the following two conditions are satisfied:
(A) exp{— tQ(ξ)l/2}^Ll(Rd) for every ί>0 (this condition implies the condition
(Q))
(B) There exists a constant r>2 such that
/or every ί>0, wfer^ g~=max(— ^ , 0) and PxP0 denotes the product measure of
P and PO
Then there exists a right continuous nondecreasίng function p(λ) defined on Rl
with p(— oo)=0 such that, for each continuity point λ of p(λ),
af, bi r-> oo ybr /= 1 , , d. Moreover we have
(5.2) Γ <r'Vp(λ) =χί,0,0)£x£ί:ί![exp{-Γ?(^«ω)Λ}]
J -oo Jθ
for every t>0
 9
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where ExE^ denotes the expectation with respect to the product measure PxPoio
If, in particular, q(x,ω) is non-negative for all x^Rd and ω^Ω, then con-
diΐion (B) is satisfied and we have p(0+)=0.
DEFINITION 5.1. We call p(λ) the spectral distribution function of {— L+
q(xyω):
The proof of the above theorem goes along the same line as the proof in
Nakao [6]. We will show how Nakao's proof is carried out for the present case.
Lemma 5.1. Let Φ be the set of all non-negative right continuous non-
decreasing functions on Rl. Then we have the following:
(i) // F is in Φ and F(—oo)=Qy then
Γ e'
tκdF(\} = t\°° e~tλF(\)d\ for every t>0 .
J -00 J -00
(ii) Let f(ί) be a non-negative measurable function defined on (0, 1] and g(t), a
finite nondec reasίng function defined on [1, oo). Let Φ(f,g) be the set of all F^Φ
satisfying t[° e~tλF(\)d\^f(t)for α//ίe(0,l], andtΓ e~tλF(\)d\^g(t) for all
J -00 J -00
t^ [1, oo ). Further suppose thatf(i) satisfies the following condition:
(5.3) sλ/(l/λ)rfλ<oo for every s>0 .
Then there exists a non-negative measurable function G(\) on R1 such that
(5.4) Γ e~tλG(\)d\<oo for every t>0
J _ o o
and F(\)^G(\)for every F&Φ(f,g) and \<=Rl.
Proof. Fubini's theorem gives (i). One can choose a strictly increasing
continuous function g(ί) defined on [1, oo) such that g(t)^g(t) for all t^l and
^r(oo)=roo. Let A(λ), λe[^(l), oo) be the inverse function of g(t), t^l. Since
Φ(f,g) C Φ(/, g), we have
for each F<=Φ(f,g) and ί^l. This implies that F(\)=F(-g(h(-\)))^
— λexρ(A(— λ)λ) for λ^ — g(l). On the other hand we have, for each F<=Φ(f,g)
and ίe (0,1],
i/t J lit
which implies that F(\)<,ef(l/\) for λ^l. Define a function G(λ) on R1
as follows: G(λ)=*/(l/λ) for λ^l, G(λ)-^/(l) for -^(1)<X<1, and G(λ)
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=— λexp(A(-λ)λ) for λ^-£(l). Then we have F(λ)^G(λ) foral lλeΛ 1
and FeΦ(/,£). It only remains to check (5.4). But (5.4) follows from (5.3) and
the fact that λ(oo)=oo. This completes the proof.
Lemma 5.2. We have, for each t > 0 and #e Rd,
p(t, 0, 0)£{;ί [exp{- Vq(X
s
, ω)ds}]
Jo
ί
t/2
q(X
syω)ds}}.0
Proof. Using Schwarz's inequality, Theorem 2.2, and (3.7), we have
ί
t/2
o
q(X
s
,
ω
)
S t/2 q(X,,ω )0
i t/2 q(Xs,ω)ds}]0
i t/2 q(Xs,ω)ds}].0
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that the condition (Q) is satisfied. Then we have the
following:
(i) p(t,Q,Q)-*Q as *->oo.
(ii) The condition (A) holds if and only if
(5.6) (V'λχi/λ,0,0)dλ<oo for every t>0 .
Jo
Proof. By the condition (Q), we get
for each η^R1. Thus we can define a right continuous nondecreasing function
l
. But since
p(t,x)dx<l for £ΦO, that is, g(?)>0 for £ΦO, we have ^ (0)^0. Hence we
obtain
(5.7) Xf,0,0)=(VwίίFβθ7), 00.
Jo
The assertion (i) immediately follows from this relation and the dominated
convergence theorem. To see (ii), using (5.7), we have
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o o
o Jo
where/— \ exp(— 1\— ηl\)d\. But since
Jo
J = Vϊϊt\~GXp{-\/tϊ(μ+llμ)}dμ (λ
Jo
o o
we get
/ιϊS
On the other hand, noting that
(*+2 =
•Ό
= l/\/trj exρ(—2Vtη)
and
Jo
we have
l j oo
exp{—Vtη(μ+llμ)}dμ= \ CXp{—Vtηfa+llμ)}μ~ 2 dμ
 Ji
= /3+/4
Since
and /3^/, "if" part of (ii) is established. To prove "only if"- part, we assume
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(A). Then we have /3<°o and, noting that μ+l/μ^2 for μ>0,
<2r1/2sup{\/Vexp(-\/W)}
*>/
Thus we have /=/1+/3+/4<
00
, which completes the proof.
Lemma 5.4. Under the assumption of Theorem 5.1, there exists a measurable
function G(λ) on Rl such that E[pv(\)]<,G(\) for every rectangle V and λe/21
and that (°° e~tλG(\)d\<oo far every t>Q.
J -00
Proof. It follows from (5.1), Lemma 5.1 (i), and Lemma 5.2 that
S oo ft/2e-*E[pϊ(\)]d\£p(tl2,W)ExE0[exp{2\ q-(X.,a>)ds}] .-oo Jo
Define
$ 1/2q-(Xs,ω)ds}] for ί€=(0,l]0
and
ί
t/2
q-(X
s
,
ω
)ds}] for ίe[l,oo),
0
where ExE0 denotes the expectation with respect to the product measure
PχP0. Then E[pv( )]<=ΞΦ(f,g) for every rectangle V. Since f(t) satisfies
(5.3) by Lemma 5.3 (ii), the lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma
5.1 (ii).
Proof of Theorem 5.1. As in Nakao [6; Theorem 4.1], using Holder's ine-
quality, condition (B), and the fact that
lim m(Vγl{ Pί:x
x
(t^τ
v
)dΰe = 0 for *>0 ,
F->w Jy
we have
Jim tΓ e-tλE[pv(\)]d\ =ί(ί,0,0)£xJBί;ί[exp{-Γί(^ω)*}]
F-><» J _oo Jθ
for every t > 0. Thus Lemma 5.4, Kelly's selection theorem, and the uniqueness
theorem of the Laplace transforms gives us the theorem except for the last
assertion. But this follows from the fact that, when q(xyω) is non-negative,
the right hand side of (5.2) tends to zero as £-»°o by Lemma 5.3 (i). This
completes the proof.
We next mention the ergodic theorem for the spectral distribution function.
Let O denote the space of all real functions on Rd and .S, the smallest σ-algebra
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with respect to which all the coordinate functions Ω3ω-^ω(#) (x^Rd) are
measurable. A stationary random field {q(x,ω)} over (Ω, 3$, P) induces a
probability measure P on (Ω, $>) and the shift operator T
x
 on (Ω, <B) defined by
T
x
ώ= ω( -ftf) makes a measure preserving transformation for each x^Rd.
We say that {q(x,ω)} is ergodίc if the associated family {T
x
: x^R4} is ergodic,
i.e., P(Λ) is equal to 0 or 1 for every {ΓJ -invariant set
Theorem 5.2. Suppose that the conditions (A) and (B) of Theorem 5.1
are satisfied. Further suppose that {q(x,ω): x^Rd, ω^Ω} is ergodic. Then there
exists a subset ΩI of Ω with P(Ωι)=l such that, for each
lim pvM = p(λ) for every continuity point λ of p(λ) ,
F >o°
where p(λ) is the spectral distribution function of {— L-\-q(x,ω): ω^Ω}.
The proof is omitted since it is the same as in Nakao [6; Theorem 4.2].
6. Asymptotic behaviour of the spectral distribution functions
near the origin for the random fields induced by a Poisson random
measure
In this section we will be concerned with a special class of non-negative
random fields {q(x, ω)} (described below) and investigate the asymptotic
behaviour of p(λ) when λ J, 0.
Let v be a positive constant and m, the ^-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
A family of measures {pω(dy): ωeΩ} on Rd is said to be a Poisson random
measure with characteristic measure v m over a probability space (Ω, .®, P) if
(i) for each ωeΩ, pω(dy) is a Radon measure of the form ΣΓ=ιδ
x
., where δ .^
is the Diract measure at point x^Rd, (ii) all mappings ω-*pω(A) (A^<B(Rd))
are measurable, and (iii) for each finite disjoint family {A^ i=l, , k} d*B(Rd)
and each sequence of non-negative integers {n^ i= !,—,£}
with the convention that exp(— °o)X °°=0.
Let φ(x) be a non-negative continuous function on Rd satisfying φ(x)=
O(\x\ ~(rf+{?))(|#|->°o) for some positive constant £. We can define a random
field {<?(#,ω): x^Rd, ωeΩ} by
It is well known that {q(x, ω)} is an ergodic stationary random field having
continuous sample functions.
Let X be a d-dimensional symmetric Lέvy process with exponent Q(ξ)
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satisfying the condition (A) and let L be the generator of X. Let {(JΓ
s
)
se
[0 §ί],
PQ'.X} denote the ((),#:£, 3;) -pinned process of X and jE '^ί, the expectation with
respect to Po.'ί Since the random field {q(x, ω)} under consideration is
non-negative, Theorem 5.1 assures the existence of the spectral distribution
function p(λ) of {— L-\-q(x, ω): ωGΩ} with ρ(0+)=0 and the equality
(6.2) 'Vp(λ) = p(t, 0, 0)Ex £$;°0[exp{Jo
holds for each ί>0.
We now summarize the above results.
Theorem 6.1. Let X be a d-dimensίonal symmetric Levy process with ex-
ponent Q(ξ) satisfying the condition (A) and let L be the generator of X. Let
φ(x) be a non-negative continuous function on Rd such that φ(x)= O(\x\ ~<rf+8>)
(\x\->^) for some constant £>0 and {pω(dy): ω^Ω}, a Poίsson random measure
with characteristic measure v m over a probability space (Ω, .3, P). Let {q(x, ω):
x^Rd, ωefl} be the random field defined by (6.1). Then there exists the spactral
distribution function p(λ) of {— L+q(x,ω): ω^Ω} with p(0+)=0 iatufying (6.2)
for each t>0.
From now on we shall evaluate the asymptotic behaviour of the spectral
distribution function p(λ) when λ j 0.
Let a be a constant such as 0<α^2. Let Q(<*\ξ) denote the exponent
of a rf-dimensional symmetric stable process JΓ(Λ) (see (3.3)). We will consider
the following condition on the exponent Q(ξ) of the Lέvy process X:
(C) (i) Q(ξ)=Q<*>(ξ)+o( \ξ I *) ( I ξ I I 0) and (ii) the function
satisfies the following summability condition for each δ>0 and
where (rZ)d denotes the discrete subgroup of Rd consisting of vectors having for
each coordinate an integral multiple of r.
REMARK. Note that the condition (C) is satisfied if 0(f )=Σ,lι Q(Λ*\ξ)
and α=min ai9 where {αjili is a sequence of different numbers such that
^2, i=l, ,n.
Let L(Λ) denote the generator of the process JΓ(Λ). Given an open domain
G of R* with m(G)<°°, let λ(G) be the smallest eigenvalue of — L(<?} (see §4).
Theorem 6.2. Let Ly φ(x), and {pω(dy): ωeΩ} be those in Theorem 6.1.
Let α be such as 0<α^2. Suppose that the condition (C) is satisfied and that
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(6.3) φ(x) = od*|-<<+->)(|*|-»oo) and
Then the spectral distribution function p(λ) of {— L+\
 dφ(x—y)pω(dy):
J R
satisfies
(6.4) lim \d/* log p(λ) = -v(\*}d/* ,
λ j o
where λ
Λ
=infG λ(G) with G running all open domains ofm(G)=l.
We will denote the left hand side of (6.2) by k(t) and the right hand side of
(6.2)
(6.5)
(6.6)
o
Appealing to the Minlos-Povzner Tauberian theorem (Fukushima [3; Theorem
2.2]), Theorem 6.2 is reduced to showing that
lim ί-™+"> log k(t) = -
v
^^ c
'->•« \ a J \ d
But since k(t)=I(t), it suffices to show the following theorem:
Theorem 6.2'. Under the assumption of Theorem 6.2, we have
(6.7) lim rd'(d+*> log /(ί) = '-k(v,L<">) ,
wfar* A(^,LW) = v«ί(*+«ϊ(d±a\ ί^\λd/(d+<A)
 β
^ α / \ ί/ /
We next consider another sort of estimate on the exponential decay of
p(λ)forλ |0.
Theorem 6.3. Let Q(ξ), L} φ(x), and (pω(dy): ω(EΩ} be as in Theorem 6.1.
Let 0<β<a^2. Suppose that
(6.8) 0<K1 = ]jm\x\Mφ(x)£Um\x\<*φ(x) = K2<°o
I *!•>«» μi^βo
and that
(D) Q(ξ) = 0(\ξ\*)(\ξ\lQ).
Then the spectral distribution function p(\) of {— L+i φ(x—y)pω(dy):
J R
satisfies
(6.9) -(*J
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λψo
wfterβ C 1 ( v , / 9 , ^ = r I ' Ω i ί / p . Here Ωd denotes
the volume of the d-dimensional sphere of unit radius and x
λ
 (resp. X2), the least (resp.
largest) solution of the following equation:
Ifj in particular, Kι=K2, then Xi=x2 and we have
(6.10) lim λrf/β log p(λ) = -CfaβtKi)
λ j o
REMARKS. It is known that (x2lx^Cι(v,β,K^) increases to C2(v,βyK2)( / P \ \(<*+β)/βΓ( -£— ) vΩ,d ) K2d/β as ^ ! I 0 and decreases to d(ι/, /8, K2) as ^  f ^2-\d-\-β' /
The third inequality in (6.9) holds even if K2= °o and the first inequality holds
even if ^ =0 with C2(v,β,K2) replacing (x
As before, Theorem 6.3 is reduced to the following theorem based on a
Tauberian theorem of exponential type due to Y. Kasahara [5; Theorem 3].
Theorem 6.3'. Under the assumption of Theorem 6.3, we have
(6.11) -κ(v,β,K2)^ljm r"<'+» log I(t)
where
 K(V,β,K^τ---VCldKVW\ »=1,2.Vα+^ί/
Finally we will consider the case when
(6.12)
!*!-
JO).
Theorem 6.4. L^ L,φ(x), and {pω(dy)ι ω^Ω} i^ αί m Theorem 6.1.
Lei α ό^ Mcλ Λί 0<α^2. Suppose that the conditions (6.12) #m/ (D) are satisfied.
Then the spectral distribution function p(λ) o/ {— L+\
 dφ(x—y)pω(dy):J R
satisfies
(6.13) -oo<lim \*'* log p(λ)^lim λrf/Λ log p(λ)<0 .
x o λ^o
This theorem is reduced to the following theorem:
Theorem 6.4'. Under the assumption of Theorem 6.4, we have
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(6.14) -oo<Iim r
/->«> /->><»
The proofs of Theorems 6.2'~6.4' will be given in the following sections:
Theorem 6.2' follows from Lemmas 8.6 and 9.2; Theorems 6.3' and 6.4' follow
from Lemmas 8.4 and 9.1.
7. An inequality due to L.A. Pastur
In this section we shall prove a theorem which is a generalization of the
lemma of Pastur [8], This theorem will play a fundamental role in the proof
of the theorems of the preceding section.
Theorem 7.1. Let X be a d-dimensional symmetric Levy process with
the exponent Q(ξ) satisfying (Q) and (<?, 3)[<5]), the Dirichlet form of X. The
expectation with respect to the (Q,x\t,y)-pίnned process of X is denoted by £o,'?
Let {q(x,ω): x^Rd, ωGΩ} be a stationary random field defined on a probability
space (Ω, <B, P). Suppose that
(7.1) E[exp(-tg(0, ω))]<oo
for each ί>0, where E denotes the expectation with respect to P. Then it holds
that, for eachf^3)\β\ with ||/||=1,
(7.2)
:g p(t, 0, 0)ExEM [exp {- q(X,, ω)ds} ]
where
(7.3) Φ,(/) = - log £[exp {-f
and || || (resp. || IL1) ώwoto the usual norm of L\Rd) (resp. Ll(Rd)).
Proof. By (7.1), one can assume that q(x,ω) is bounded uniformly for
x^Rd and ω^Ω. The second inequality of (7.2) immediately follows from
Jensen's inequality and the stationarity of {q(x, ω)} . To show the first
inequality we define, for each α>eΩ, f>0, x^Rd, and
Kω(t,x,y) =p(
Let (L,<D(L)) denote the generator of X. Then from Proposition 4.3 and its
remark it follows that, for each ωeΩ, the self adjoint operator Lω=L—q(x,ω)
with the domain 3)(L) generates a semigroup (ϊ7)*>o such that each operator
77 has Kω(t,x,y) as its integral kernel. Let {E": λeΛ1} be the resolution
S CO λ dEl. Suppose that
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satisfies ||/|| = 1. Then, using Jensen's inequality, we get
f, f ) } ]
q(x, ω)f(x)2dx}]
It only remains to prove that
But since
»(t,x,y)] I f(y) \dy ,
it suffices to show that E\Kω(t,x,y)]^E[Kω(t^,®)]. Using Proposition 4.2 and
Schwarz's inequality, we have
K-(t,x,y) =
^ (
Take the expectation with respect to P. Then it follows from Schwarz's in-
equality, the homogeneity of the process X, and the stationarity of {q(x, ω)}
that
which completes the proof.
8. The lower estimates
In this section, we shall prove the lower estimates in Theorems 6.2'~6.4'.
Recall that {q(x,ω); x^Rd, ωeίl} is the random field defined by (6.1) and let
(8.1) I(t)=p(t,0,0)EχEti[exp{-(X
syω)ds}l t>0.Jo
It follows from Theorem 7.1 that
(8.2) I(t) ^  H/lli?
 eXp{-f£(/,/)-Φ,(/)}
holds for each/eCT^*) with ||/||=1, where
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(8.3)
Here C%(Rd) denotes the space of all real C°°-functions on Rd with compact
support.
We start with the following lemma.
Lemma 8.1. Suppose that the condition (D) is satisfied. Then there ex-
ists a positive constant c such that
(8.4) R*Q(R-lξ)^c(\ξ\*+\ζ\2) forall ξ(ΞRd andR^l.
Proof. By the condition (D), there exist constants Cι>0 and ?7>0 such
that Q(ξ)^c1\ξ\Λ whenever \ξ\ 5^ . On the other hand, one can easily check
that there exists a constant c2> 0 such that Q(ξ )^cz \ ξ \ 2 whenever | ξ\ ^η by the
explicit form of (3.2). This completes the proof.
For each ψeCΓ(Λrf) with ||ψ|| = l and #>0, we define
(8.5) tyR(x) = R-d/2ψ(R-lx\ x^Rd.
Note that ||ψ
Λ
| |=1.
Lemma 8.2. Let 6 and G(*} denote the Dίrίchlet forms of the processes X
and X(Λ) respectively. Then we have the following:
(i) Condition (D) implies that 6(\lτJt^R)=O(R"Λ) (Λ->oo) for each ψe C? (Λrf).
(ii) Condition (C) implies that G(^R^R)==R~<*8(^(^,'\lr)+o(R-<A) (/Z->oo) for
each
Proof. By definition one can easily see that
(8.6) £(ψ
Λ
, ψ
Λ
) = \Q(R-lξ) I ^ (f ) 1 2dξ for each ψeΞ Cl(Rd) .
Thus the lemma follows from the previous lemma, Fatou's lemma, and the
dominated convergence theorem.
Lemma 8.3. Let R0 be a positive constant and let
(8.7) R(t) = RJ"έ+*>, f>0.
Let ψ e Co (Λrf) wίM^y I IψΊ I = 1 - ΓA«ι we have the following :
(i) Ifφ(χ)=0(\χ\-«+*))(\χ\-+<>o),then
(8.8) Φ,(^
ω
) ^  ^ (i)-«(G)+o(^+->) (f->oo) ,
a /tere G denotes any open set containing the support of ψ .
(ii) 7/9)(ic)=O(|ic|-(</+*0(l«!l->00). then
(8.9)
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(iii) Let 0<β<a. If K2= \im\x\d+βφ(x)<oo, thenI *!•><»
(8.10)
Proof. Let E denote the support of *ψ and let δ>0 be so small that
E8d G, where E8= {#e Rd | x— y \ <δ for some y&E} . By change of variables,
we get, for each
Since φ(x)^Q, we have
(8.11) Φ^ύ^vRWWE^+Ij, f>0,
where /ι=-\
 δ e
{l— exp(— t\φ(R(t) (y—x))ψ(y)2dy)}dx. By an elementary
calculation one can check that I1=o(l) (ί->oo) if φ(χ) = o( \ x \ "(rf+Λ)) and I1
=O(1) (f-*oo) if 9i(Λ)=O(|Λ?| -(^Λ)), proving (i) and (ii).
To prove (iii) we observe that
Let £>0 and K'>K2 be arbitrarily fixed. Then an elementary calculation
gives us
where 0(1) tends to zero as /->oo uniformly for \x\>8. Thus we have
This completes the proof.
The following lemma, which follows from the above lemmas, proves the
lower estimates in Theorems 6.3' and 6.4'.
Lemma 8.4. Suppose that the condition (D) is satisfied. Let β be a con-
stant such as 0</3^α and let
(8.12) K2 = lim I x \ d+βφ(x) (O^K2^ oo).|*l-» °
If β<a, then we have
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(8.13) -
κ
(v,β,K2)
If β=a and K2<.o°, then we have
(8.14) -oo<limrd/<rf-t-<'Mog/(ί)
Proof. Let ψeCSΓ(Λrf) satisfy ||-ψ>|| = l. Substitute i|r^(/), which is
defined by (8.5) and (8.7), for / in (8.2). Then the lemma is immediate
from Lemmas 8.2 and 8.3.
To prove the lower estimate in Theorem 6.2' we prepare the following
lemma.
Lemma 8.5. Let A be a Borel subset of Rd with m(A)>Q, and let
ftΞ3)[e(*ϊ] with ||/|| = 1 satisfy /=0 a.e. on Ac. Let £>0 be given. Then there
exist a compact subset E of Rd and an element -ψ* of j2)[<5(0>)] with ||ψΊ| = l such
that ψ=Q a.e. on Ec, m(E)^m(A)+8J and
For this lemma we refer to Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 of Donsker and Varadhan
[2]. Although these lemmas are stated in the terms of their /-functions, the
relation between /-functions and Dirichlet forms is substantially given by
them [2; p.533] (see also Fukushima [4; Theorem 1.3.1]). Thus one can
easily see that the results of their lemmas are transferred to the present situa-
tion. So we omit the proof.
Now we prove the lower estimate in Theorem 6.2'.
Lemma 8.6. Suppose that the condition (C) is satisfied and that
(8.15) φ(x) = o(\
x
\-«+*>) (|*|-*oo).
Then we have
(8.16) -k(v, L<">) ^  lira t-v< '+*> log I(t)^ 0 .
/-*«>
Proof. Let E be any compact set of Rd and let ι|r be any element in
.$[£<">] with ||ψ|| = l such that ψ=0 a.e. on Ec. Let {p8}8>0c:C^(Rd) be a
family of mollifiers such that the support of each ρ8 is contained in the open ball:
|#|<δ. Set ψιβ=||pβ*'ψlIΓ1Pβ*'Ψl> where * denotes the convolution. Then it
follows that •ψJeCoCWO, IWI = 1> and the support of ι|τδ is contained in E8.
Define, for each 7?>0,
ψi(
Λ
) = R-'Aψfi(R-lx), x<= Rd ,
and substitute ^R for/ in (8.2). Then, by Lemma 8.2 (ii), we have, for each
ί>0,
(8.17) /(O^llψlHlϊ exp (-tR
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One can easily check that there exists a constant 7?0>0 such that, for each
R(t) = R0tW+*> minimizes the function [tR-«e(°\ψ*,ψs)+vRdm(E8)] of R>0
and the minimum value is equal to td/(d+*) k8, where
\d/(d+*)
Substituting the above R(t) for R in (8.17) and noting that \\ty\\\
 L^
Lemma 8.3 (i) implies
^ R(t)-'m(E*)-1 exp {-*</«+•> (k
δ
+o(l))} (f->oo) .
Hence we have
Noting that m(E8) J w(£) and έ?^(ψ8,ψ8)->έ?<Λ>(ψ,ψ) as δ j 0, we have
(8.18) 1m r^+e> log /(ί)
On the other hand, note that, for each open set G, there exists an element
u in $(LW)C.3)[8W} with |N|C=1 such that λ(G)=(?^)(z/^)(see §3). Let £>0
be given. By the definition of λ
Λ
 one can see that there exists an open subset
G of Rd with m(G)=l and an element £ in 3)\G(Λγ\ with ||^ || = 1 such that £=0
a.e. on Gc and £(*)(g,g)^ί\
a
+ε. Further from Lemma 8.5 it follows that there
exist a compact subset E of Rd and an element ψ in 3)\G(Λ)} with ||ψ|| = l such
that ψ=Q a.e. on Ec, m(E)^l+ε, and £>^(Λ/r,ψ)^λ
rt+2f. Since the bound
(8.18) holds for these E and -ψ>, we have
lim r"^ log 7(ί) ^  -%,L(Λ))+o(l) (f j 0) .
f->00
This completes the proof.
9. The upper estimates
First we will prove the upper estimates in Theorems 6.3' and 6.4'.
Lemma 9.1. Let X, φ(x), {pω(dy): ωeΩ}, and {q(x,ω): x
be as in Theorem 6.1. Let β be a positive constant and let
(9.1) #! =
 m
^
Then the function I(t) defined by (6.6)\ satisfies
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(9.2) -*(
v
,βtKfc
Proof. It follows from (6.2), (6.9), and the second inequality in (7.2)
that, for each ί>0,
k(t) ^ X*,0,
By an elementary calculation one can see that (9.1) implies
, (ί-κχ>).
K
Noting that />(ί,0,0) is a decreasing function of ί>0, we have the lemma.
It remains to prove the upper estimate for Theorem 6.2'.
Lemma 9.2. Suppose that the condition (C) is satisfied and that I φ(x)dx
J fir
>0. Then the function I(i) defined by (6.6) satisfies
(9.3) lira r'Λ'4*) log 7(ί) g -*(», L<*>) .
ί->o*
Proof. Calculating the expectation with respect to P in (6.6), we have
(9.4) I(t) = p(t, 0, 0)Ett[F(t)], t > 0 ,
where
We can prove the following estimate :
(9.5) lira t-M4** log E0[F(ή] ^ -k(v, L<*>) ./->«»
This has already been substantially obtained by Donsker and Varadhan [2] in
the case when the process X itself is a df-dimensional symmetric stable process.
But modifying their proof, we can show that (9.5) holds in our general case
(we will give a complete proof of (9.5) in a forthcoming paper).
Here is Nakao's trick which reduces (9.3) to (9.5). Note that if 0<α<l,
then F(ΐ)^F(at) and F(at) is fFfo^rmeasureable in the notation of §2. Then
it follows from (9.4), Theorem 2.2 (iii), and (3.7) that, for each
= EQ[p(t-at,Xat,0)F(at)]
^Hence, by (9.5), we have
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log l(t) ^ IΪE r'«<+-> log £0
*-*<» *->><»
<g _«,*('+•>*(„, £,<*>)
for 0<0<1. Letting α f 1, we have the lemma.
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